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The Vermont Secretary of State Corporations Division would like to share some of the exciting new technology and
services that we have “brewed up” along with our solutions partner, PCC Technology Group.
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Executive Summary
The Vermont Secretary of State, Division of Corporations has completed an exciting overhaul to the backend IT
architecture, agency website, and client portal, resulting in a complete paperless implementation of all Corporations and
UCC functions.
The world prior to this implementation was based on DOS data tables, blue screens of death, data entry errors as staff
transferred every single paper filing by hand into DOS, paper mailings, inconsistent data treatment, large investments in
paper, printing, phone staffing and temporary help during heavy seasons, and other challenges.
The benefits of this system‐wide overhaul include;
‐All Corporations functions will be paperless, online and in real time.
Entity Creation
Amendments
Dissolution/withdrawals
Annual Reports & Renewals
Certificate of Good Standing
Mergers and Conversions

‐All UCC filings will be paperless, online and in real time
UCC 1 Financing Statement
UCC 3 Amendments
UCC 5 Correction
UCC 11 reports
‐All Vermont businesses now have their own business specific login and system inbox (See BizPortal )
‐All Registered Agents in Vermont now have their own RA specific login, and system inbox (See Registered Agent
Compliance System)
‐All UCC high volume users now have their own UCC specific login and system inbox, (See UCC online Service Center)
‐Greater transparency, accountability, client activity tracking and response times. Reduced inefficiencies, extra expense
and staffing stress.
‐Brand new In‐house portal to manage all client files.
‐New Records management program allows for easy digital records management with state archives.
Innovations include;
‐A Business Fraud Alert System involving email redundancies, text messaging notices, your own exclusive system inbox ,
and Iphone/Ipad push notifications that notify you the instant a change is made to your record by anyone.
‐A Registered Agent Compliance System that provides our Registered Agents with a 365 degree view of the status of
every one of their clients, and the ability to process, forward, or print annual reports, pending terminations or
reinstatement notices straight from their system dashboard. Our law firms LOVE this feature. One stop shop compliance
for the client’s they serve allows them to simply login once a month, and the dashboard automatically updates in real
time as notices are filed, emailed, processed, and new notices become due.
‐ A UCC Online Service Center. Allows for the filing of full suite of UCC filings with real time indexing, including an upload
feature that allows for the actual vetted UCC document, a photograph of the collateral, or supporting collateral
documents to be indexed directly to a record by the client/law firm/bank online and in real time.
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‐ A Client Inbox. Regardless of whether you’re a Business User client, Registered Agent Client, UCC client or public user,
every login has a dedicated system inbox where all of your receipts and correspondences are saved for future reference.
If you never got that email from us, or lost your receipt, simply login and see a copy in your system inbox.
‐ A One Stop Shop Statewide BizPortal (Next Year). The Corporations Division is proud to welcome the Vt Dept of Tax,
the Vt Dept of Labor, and the VT Dept of Economic Development, as part of an inter‐agency effort to take advantage of
our new Online Business Service Center to create a one‐stop‐shop portal for every Vermont business. One Login, one
Inbox for your business, one location for all of your businesses interactions with the State of Vermont; including real
time processing of Dept of Tax, Labor and DED forms, applying for procurement and matchmaking applications,
receiving important notices about your business, and other related matters. One login, one stop shop for your business,
or those you represent. While not live for IACA 2014 consideration, we just wanted to get your mouth watering.

Contact Details
Jurisdiction:
Contact Name:
Contact Title:
Mailing Address:
Email Address:
Telephone Number:

State of Vermont
Ali Sarafzade
Director, Corporations Division
128 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05633‐1104
ali.sarafzade@sec.state.vt.us
(802) 828‐2371
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Old System
Corporation Website:

Limited and outdated Public Search Results; In house processing posted after 24‐48 hours from data entry by staff.
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Manual Data Entry in DOS by Corps Staff usually with a 5‐7 day processing time.
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New Corporations System
New Corporations Website (Live March 27th)
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Online Business Service Center with access to all of your online functions and tutorials (youtube)

Public Search: No Login required now has Advanced Search Options
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Enhanced Search Results:

Enhanced Business Details, real time updating and imaging:
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This Client successfully created a login, assigned an email, and filed their annual report online. No more paper annual
report processing by our staff, and report posted to their filing history in real time.

.
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Easy Registration Process to access online services:
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After you login, you are presented with your businesses/registered agents own System Profile, reminders, inbox, filing
history, receipts and other useful client and business compliance management tools:
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RA Dashboard with 360 degree view of client compliance status:
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Access to Receipts/Correspondences/Certificates for both Business Filings and UCC

System Features
Business Fraud Alert System
We have implemented a number of features to ensure that business identity theft attempts don’t go unnoticed. We
want to make sure that our clients are aware of any filings, changes, or related activity occurring to their business. Here
are the ways we are helping business owners identify strange activity:
Email Notifications – Every time business‐specific a filing occurs, the system automatically sends alert emails to the
filing party and business owner on record (if applicable).
Text Messages – All of our clients, especially business owners, are encouraged to provide us with their cell phone
number at their discretion. It is used only to alert them of filings or activity that has occurred on their account or to
their business.

Digital Inbox – This is part of our guaranteed‐delivery service. Evidence of business and UCC filings, payment
receipts, and official notifications arrive in their digital inbox, available to them upon login. Anything that the system
sends out via email will remain here until our retention statutes dictate that our Office can or must permanently
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purge it from our storage. The documents are then removed automatically by the system without any user
intervention. Everything here is also available on the client’s iPhone through the vConnect™ mobile app (please see
the vConnect™ section below).

User Audit – Behind the scenes of every filing or login, data about the user’s username, IP address, and date/time of
login are captured and stored in the event that fraudulent activity is detected.

Mobile Digital Mailbox

We have introduced vConnect™, a mobile digital mailbox app for anyone with an Online Business Service Center account
at the Secretary of State. Registered Agents, Business Owners, UCC Filers, and anyone else can now receive all of their
evidence of filing, official correspondence from our office, and payment receipts right on their iPhone.
When a user creates an account with us, they are automatically eligible to use the app. No need to sign up separately for
the app. Just download it from the App Store and sign in using your Online Business Service Center account credentials.
Neither our Office nor our clients have to worry any longer about lost or accidentally deleted emails. Everything we send
via email is also placed in the client’s Digital Inbox, available through the Online Business Service Center and through the
vConnect™ app.
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Full Service Online UCC Module

Our clients can now perform ALL UCC functions online! Everything from an Original Financing Statement to a Certified
Copy Request can be done through the Online Business Service Center.

Filing UCC Documents
Our clients can file their Original Financing Statements, Amendments, and Corrections online with real time indexing.
They can even attach additional collateral documents, or an entire original form as typed by their lawyers, to be indexed
permanently with the electronic filing. At the end, the client receives a fully filled UCC PDF output as evidence of filing.
The PDF output comes with our Vermont logo and a stamp letting people know it was filed electronically to clearly
distinguish it from paper filings.
Once the client has paid and submitted their UCC document, the evidence of filing is 1) searchable online, 2) sent to
them via email, and 3) available through their Digital Inbox and 4) vConnect™ app, as it becomes immediately
searchable by the public.

Certified Search and Copy Requests (UCC 11)
Certified Search and Copy requests are now fulfilled electronically in fast, fully IACA search logic‐compliant fashion. The
process is very simple. Our clients request whether they would like a certified search or certified copies. They enter their
requested debtor online and the system retrieves all liens that match the requested debtor according to IACA search
logic. Our in‐house UCC expert can even look at the request and ensure that it is correct prior to electronically fulfilling
it. The result is a tremendous savings in paper costs for both our office and our clients.

Public Search and Uncertified Debtor Reports
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We are proud to offer the public one of the most comprehensive and powerful IACA‐compliant UCC Search tools in the
country. Our clients can choose exactly which type of search they would like to conduct based on a number of criteria
and filters. They can choose between the following:
Non‐Standard Basic Search – The most powerful UCC search option. If you know the original financing statement
number, put it in and see the entire lien, along with collateral files. If you would rather search by debtor name, the
search can be filtered in a number of different ways; Starts With, Contains (keyword‐style), and Exact Match.
Additionally, you can specify a timeframe in which documents were filed, as well as the status (Active or Lapsed) of
the lien.
Standard (IACA) UCC Debtor Search – Fully IACA‐compliant, just like our UCC 11 Searches. This allows our clients to
see exactly what they would receive if they submitted a UCC 11 search/copy request to our office. If they don’t find
something that they expected would be there, they can easily use the Non‐Standard Basic Search above to find out
why.
Uncertified Debtor Report – An IACA‐compliant and low cost alternative to a certified request.

UCC Online Filing Flow. Results in Real time indexing, including attachments.
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Client Filed UCC FS# 14‐265232 this morning using this flow. You can see the indexed record in real time through the
UCC public search, and the system generated UCC 1 form below.

Our UCC online client portal is designed to mimic the national UCC form fields so that the online process is familiar and
easy to adopt by our UCC filers. The system then generates a familiar UCC reproduction of the data entered for clients
which is indexed to the records, emailed to the client, is date and time stamped as a confirmation, and a copy is placed
along with a receipt in the client’s system inbox for later reference.
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Registered Agent Compliance Dashboard

We are now offering our Registered Agents a dashboard where they have a complete 360 view regarding all of the
businesses in their charge. The Registered Agent Compliance Dashboard appears upon login only to the user group
identified as Registered Agents. The Dashboard is fully dynamic and displays the businesses which are due to file in the
current period. As the months change, so does the Dashboard, displaying only the information that is most current.
Connecting RAs with their businesses – For those businesses where the RA does not file the annual report, they can
forward an annual report notice to the business by clicking on “Email Notice” next to the business name. This action
is logged with a date/time stamp for record keeping.

If the list of businesses to which the RA would like to forward notices is very long, they can click on the Export to
Excel button, create their own template in Word, and use mail merge to bring in the business names and addresses
to facilitate a mass mailing.
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Cleaning up old (and dirty) data – Do you see a business on your Registered Agent Compliance Dashboard that
doesn’t belong? Simply select it and click “Request for Removal” and our IT folks will review the request and process
the removal for you. No additional calls or emails need to be sent to us at all.
The Dashboard is fully live and being used by Vermont Registered Agents. However, there are even more exciting
enhancements on the way.

In‐House Functionality
In house we now have a brand new full service portal. We can continue to file paper filings using OCR scanning of
incoming paper filings, create reports on filing history, patterns by any number of metrics previously not possible, and
audit filing history in multiple ways.
In house login‐ No More DOS!!!! YA!!!!!

Starting any transaction In House:
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Monitoring Online Activity:

Financial Detail, Summary Reporting , among others allows for a detailed level of auditing that was previously not
available and now allows us to develop and meet performance metrics for the division.
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Staff Performance Auditing and reporting
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Conclusion: The Online Business Service Center and accompanying overhaul of our back end IT architecture
and In House processing portal have resulted in a fundamental shift in how we better service our clients,
creating major efficiencies in the process, while giving us tools that we never had before to develop and track
staff, client, financial and other performance metrics.

The Vermont Secretary of State Online Business Service Center, (online filings, client portal, RA
Dashboard, Business Fraud System, VConnect App etc..)
Effectiveness
Does it respond to needs of clients?

Absolutely. Clients are asking for real time updates, greater data reliability, greater
information about their client’s compliance status, easier ways to file and expedited
service. Legislature is asking for greater accountability, performance metrics, and
greater access to information about Vermont businesses

Does it improve productivity?
Does it improve compliance?

Absolutely.
Absolutely. We can now create compliance reports. Registered Agents now have a
full 360 degree compliance tool in their profile (the RA Dashboard compliance
system) and can develop performance metrics. None of which previously possible.
Absolutely. The old DOS database was no longer supported by Microsoft and failed
frequently. The new architecture also allows us to develop and run state of the art
digital records retention schedules previously not possible.
Both. Quantitative effectiveness includes savings in staff overtime, print, ink,
postage, IT cost of maintaining the DOS system, costs associated with downtime
and system failures.

Does it improve the integrity of the public
record?
Does it demonstrate its effectiveness
quantitatively and qualitatively?
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Available metrics?

Qualitative effectiveness includes the reliability of modern code and IT architecture,
the new ability to audit, report and monitor staff, client and transaction activity in
the system. The new ability to develop and execute performance metrics that we
never could before, among others.
Many. For example, 95% of clients filed their annual report online after the first
year of implementation. We now have email addresses for over 95% of our active
records. The resulting decrease in print, mail, ink, temp staff, staff overtime
required for managing annual report paper processing has been reduced by almost
90% for savings in the hundreds of thousand of dollars.

Originality
Does it represent a fundamental change in
legislation, regulation, or policy?
Does it represent a significant improvement
in service delivery?

Does it introduce a substantially new
technology or service concept?

No, we are lucky in that a few years ago a Digital Corporations Act allowed for
electronic signatures and removed the notarization requirement for filings with this
office.
Absolutely. Decreased processing times, real time posting to public record (as
opposed to 24‐48 hours later), real time auditing of client online activity,
efficiencies in print, mail, lost mail, and the ability to reach your audience quicker
and more effectively.
Yes. The Registered Agent Compliance system is a national first. The Business Fraud
Alert System is one of the more comprehensive in the country. The one login per
business concept is the foundation for the future statewide one stop shop bizportal
(coming soon). (i.e. one login – one business – one inbox – all of your business
related interactions, receipts and activity in one place (Tax, Labor, Economic
Development, Corporations)

Significance & Transferability
Does it make substantial progress in
diminishing this problem/issue?
Does it offer a one‐time solution or will the
benefits be more significant over time?
Does this change address a problem/issue
that is likely to exist in other jurisdictions?
Can the solution be replicated?
Will this change serve as a model for others?
To what extent are components, concepts,
principles, or insights of this initiative
transferable to other areas?

Yes
Significant over time. As more and more transactions occur exclusively online, the
data tables become more robust , the interactions with other agencies as part of
the state wide bizportal become more reliable.
Yes
Yes
Yes
All benefits of this system are modular and can be applied in its entirety or in parts
to other state’s systems.

Lessons Learned
What unexpected issues arose on your
journey to implementation?
If you had the opportunity to do it all over
again, what would you do differently?
What other valuable advice could you offer
to another jurisdiction considering a similar
change?

Data conversion from DOS to a brand new IT system is a pain.
Spend more time on data conversion.
Don’t do it. We like being unique.
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